HOUSE RULES OF THE DANUBE REGATTA
5 MAY 2018
1. ADMISSION
Admission to the Event is FREE.
The Danube Regatta opens at 10am on 5 May 2018 and closes at 3:30am on 6 May 2018.
By visiting the Event grounds, the Visitor accepts these House Rules and acknowledges that
the power to enforce them lies with the Antall József Knowledge Centre and its employees,
trustees, and contractors (hereinafter the “Organisers”).

2. WRISTBAND
Visitors under the age of 18 may only stay in the area of the Danube Regatta by wearing a special
wristband. Upon entering the Event grounds, Visitors may be asked by the Organisers to present
a valid photo ID. If a Visitor is unable to do so, they will be provided a special wristband, which
the Visitor may be asked to present on their wrist anywhere on the Event grounds at any time
during the Event. Persons under the age of 18 may be removed from the Event grounds by the
Organisers if they are found not wearing a wristband and refuse to do so.
Minors under the age of 16 may only enter the Event grounds after 9pm if accompanied by an
adult.

3. USING THE EQUIPMENT AVAILABE AT THE EVENT
The Danube Regatta offers Visitors the opportunity to try out various Sports Equipment on the
Event grounds. Visitors shall use said Equipment on their own responsibility, in accordance
with the unique regulations of each installation, following the suggestions and guidance of
the Organiser present. At locations with separate safety regulations (e.g. extreme sports areas),
Visitors shall observe the regulations on display (e.g. wearing a helmet, height limitations).
Riding a bicycle is only permitted in designated areas of the Event grounds, in all other areas
bicycles may only be walked.

4. PROHIBITED ITEMS
Items not allowed in the area of the Danube Regatta include alcoholic beverages, glass objects,
sharp or blunt objects that may be used as weapons, illegal drugs, pyrotechnical equipment,
umbrellas, explosives, objects containing poisonous or flammable materials, firearms, knives
with blades longer than 8 centimeters, butterfly knives, switchblade knives, pepper spray,
truncheons, expandable batons, steel chains longer than 50 centimeters, throwing stars,
slingshots, and other objects identified by law—currently Government Regulation 175/2003.
(X. 28.)—as posing an exceptional threat to public safety. Such objects may be confiscated at the
entrance and anywhere on the Event grounds. Visitors forfeit their right to make an ownership
of contractual claim against the Organisers for items confiscated on the Event grounds. Visitors
who refuse to hand over any items to be confiscated may be removed from the Event grounds.
Visitors may not enter the Event grounds with prohibited items.
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Visitors may only enter the area of the Danube Regatta with a maximum of 0.5 liters of water
and foodstuff not exceeding commercial quantities (1 sandwich). The Organisers may confiscate
items previously listed as prohibited or exceeding the above quantities at the entrance, and ask
for the items to be brought in by Visitors to be inspected.
Flying a drone in the area of the Event is forbidden by the authorities, and if attempted by a Visitor,
they will be asked by the Organisers to cease the activity and shall assume full personal, material,
and compensation responsibility for any fines issued by the authorities, a record of which will
immediately be written on the spot. If the Visitor should fly the drone from a location outside the
Event grounds, they shall still assume full personal, material, and compensation responsibility for
any fines issued by the authorities as a result of the activity.
By entering the Event grounds, Visitors acknowledge that the Antall József Knowledge Centre
and its contracted partners have exclusive rights to marketing activities in the entire area and
for the duration of the Event. Visitors who disturb said marketing activities, conduct marketing
activities for competing advertisers, or cause damage to marketing materials may immediately
be removed from the Event, have full compensation responsibility, and may be asked to hand
over any marketing materials to the Organisers without compensation.

5. PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
Vendors in the area of the Danube Regatta do not serve minors under the age of 18 and intoxicated
individuals. The Organisers and the employees of such establishments may verify the age of
customers, even in case of Visitors who are not wearing the special wristband. Consuming illegal
drugs in the area of the Danube Regatta is FORBIDDEN and will be prosecuted. Visitors who can
be ascertained beyond reasonable doubt to be under the influence of an illegal substance may
be removed from the Event grounds. Damaging the environment is forbidden and will result in
liability for any damages and potential misdemeanor charges.
Entering the Event grounds with a vehicle without the Organiser’s permission is forbidden. Drivers
with an entrance permit are still expected to fully abide by the Hungarian highway code (KRESZ)
and leave the Event grounds within the timeframe designated by the Organiser.
Visitors shall refrain from any behavior that might cause bodily harm, violate others’ personal
rights, and damage personal property. Visitors shall not engage in behavior that others may find
scandalous, obscene, or constituting hate speech, with special regard to rallies revolving around
political, religious, or ethnic identity. It is also FORBIDDEN to bring banners promoting such
messages onto the Event grounds.
For the sake of visitors’ safety, bodysurfing, mosh pits, and walls of death are not permitted on
the event grounds. Visitors found in violation of this ordinance and causing a disturbance may
be removed from the Event grounds by the Organisers.
Visitors shall refrain from all behavior aimed at causing damage to equipment, objects,
and structures used for the purposes of the event, regardless of owner. Thus, it is especially
forbidden to cause damage to mobile fence, PA and lighting equipment, stages and their
accessories, as well as public works and related objects. Visitors shall take full personal and
financial responsibility for any damages they cause.
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6. MEDIA AND AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT
Visitors shall note that the Organisers, their Contracted partners with Organiser’s permits,
Contributors, media workers (in accordance with the applicable separate contract), other
Visitors, and third parties may make audio and video recordings of the Event. Accordingly,
by entering the Event, Visitors explicitly agree to have their likeness and actions recorded and
published, with the stipulation that their names shall only be published with their explicit
consent.
If a Visitor qualifies as a public figure, they may be named without their approval. In representations
along the above lines, the creator is given unlimited, transferable, and exclusive rights of use in terms
of location, time, and means of use with regard to the Visitor. In relation to the Visitor, the Organisers
and their Contracted partners with Organiser’s permits have unlimited rights to utilise, use
(especially to promote the Even), reproduce, publish, rework, publicise, broadcast, and distribute
the representation, without any compensation to the Visitor. Visitors shall also note that the
Event and the various concerts and programmes will be recorded, reproduced, and distributed
in visual media formats, and broadcast or by another means relayed to the audience by the
Organisers, including cases where the Event and the various concerts and programmes are
made accessible to the public (by wire or any other means, such as YouTube) in a way that
members of the public may choose the time and place of access individually. With regard to
representations along the above lines, Visitors may not make claims or demands against the
Organisers. Visitors do not have the right to sell their own video and audio recordings and
utilise them in exchange for compensation, and may not utilise them for commercial purposes
even without compensation. Visitors shall not publish the names of other Visitors on their own
audio and video recordings without their consent and may not violate their personal rights. The
Organisers assume no responsibility for cases where Visitors violate the above rules.

7. DISCLAIMER
The Organisers assume no responsibility for personal or material damage that occurs during
the Event and its load-in and load-out phases. The Organisers assume no responsibility for
belongings left at the Event.

8. ASSISTANCE, COOPERATION
Feedback and complaints regarding the Organisers, vendors, etc. shall be directed at members
of the Info Point team.
On the Event grounds, Danube Regatta contributors with appropriate training and permits will
ensure that rules governing behavior and ensuring safety are followed. By participating in the
Event, Visitors explicitly declare that they shall extensively cooperate with said contributors within
the established legal framework and will follow their instructions in case of an emergency.
If a Visitor chooses to make a complaint regarding the conduct of said contributors, they may
do so at the Info Point—preferably by providing an identification number.
Visitors shall leave found objects at the luggage check, where Visitors may claim their lost items—
provided they verify their right to do so.

9. ANIMALS ON THE EVENT GROUNDS
During the Event, only animals that are generally accepted as pets (e.g. dogs, ferrets, certain
rodents) may enter the Event grounds, and only if they remain by an accompanying Visitor
(their owner). Pets may be brought to the Event provided all of the following conditions are met:
the pet possesses a valid certificate of vaccination attesting to rabies vaccinations in the last
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year, the pet is identifiable through a unique identifier (visible tattoo or microchip), the pet is to
wear a leash, collar, muzzle, and a tag with the telephone number of the accompanying Visitor
(owner). Should any of the conditions not be met, pets cannot be admitted. By bringing their
pet to the Event, Visitors acknowledge their responsibility to provide hygienic and appropriate
conditions for the pet at the Event. The Organisers reserve the right to deny admission to any
animals.
The Event will be held even in bad weather.
The Organisers reserve the right to make changes to the programme.
Budapest, 6 April 2018.
PLEASE TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELVES AND EACH OTHER.
HAVE FUN AND ENJOY THE VARIOUS SPORTS ACTIVITIES.
-THE ORGANISERS
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